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February served as a sobering reminder to
investors that all good thingsmust come to
an end. After enjoying 15 months in a
row in positive territory, US Stocks finally
experienced a negative monthly return.
Foreign stocks were also in negative
territory as sentiment shifted.

2009. Now, for someone with decades
until retirement along and some
emotional fortitude, that large drawdown
can be thought of as just a “paper loss”
that has plenty of time to recover before
they need access to the funds. However,
someone with savings that have been
chopped in half that needs access to those
funds right away is fighting a much more
immediate battle.

Cape Ann Capital has devoted previous
letters to the merits of diversification.
Those discussions emphasized how
holding a broad mix of asset classes that
react differently to market forces can
allow the strongest force in the
investment universe, compounding, to
exert its influence. However, our focus
has traditionally been on the
accumulation phase many years out from
retirement. If we switch gears and
focus on the distributionphase, we will

Frothy equity markets often lead to
emotional investment decisions. Some
find it tempting to take on more and more
risk. Others, convinced that doom is
around the corner, lean towards taking
some chips off the table. Those fearful
types can be particularly anxious as they
transition into retirement, where their
portfolio moves from the accumulation
phase to the distributionphase.

Let’s face our fears head on and relive
the biggest downturn experienced thus
far in most of our lifetimes: the 2008
financial crisis. As shown in Figure 1,
US Stocks dropped more than 50%
between October2007andFebruary
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absorb the full pain of the crisis because
of the ballast from asset classes in
positive territory like US Bonds (45% of
Risk Level 8), which had earned 6.1% at
the point when US Stocks (26% of Risk
Level 8) were at their nadir (low point).
This means that investors in retirement
could maintain their withdrawal rate by
selling assets that had appreciated (like
US Bonds), giving downtrodden assets
like US Stocks the chance to recover.

A quote attributed to Warren Buffett
states “if you cannot watch your portfolio
lose 50 percent of its value without
becoming panic-stricken, you shouldn't
be in the market.” The question is not if
the market will experience sharp
downswings, but when, and how will
investors react. As you can see in Figure
1, three years later, aggressive assets
again prevailed as US Stocks pulled the
Risk Level 8 portfolio back where it
started. This flipped the retirement
funding mechanics, as US Stocks would
then become the portfolio's reliable
source for withdrawals. As we all know,
an eight year bull market for US Stocks
ensued. Those investors who had felt the
urge to move all their assets into cash
eight years before would be thankful they
stayed diversified, while funding their
retirement throughout.
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see the benefits of diversification may
actually be even more profound.

When retirees begin withdrawing from a
portfolio, they must raise funds by
periodically selling assets in a portfolio
to meet their living expenses. The real
stress for investors in the distribution
phase is selling those assets in a down
market. Somemay think it’s safer to just
keep a big chunk of cash earning nothing
in a checking account so they have
access to it no matter what the markets
do. After all, being forced to withdraw
from a down portfolio just compounds
the pressure for a recovery. Or does it?

This is the beauty of a diversified
portfolio. Looking back at Figure 1, you
will notice that US Bonds chug along
upward, even in the face of crisis. A
diversified portfolio like Cape Ann
Capital’s Risk Level 8 did not have to

Figure 1 2008 Crisis. A retiree depending on income from a diversified portfolio could sell assets
like US Bonds that stayed afloat, allowing plummeting assets like US Stocks time to recover.
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Note that we are pleased to announce the
release of our 2018 Asset Allocation
Booklet, now available onourwebsite.

https://www.capeanncapital.com/s/CAC-Asset-Allocation-Booklet-2018.pdf
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